CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: MEXICO CITY
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONF: WH 5
INFO: COP, CCD 2, C1, C1/CPS, C1/IC 2, PP 2, PP/PRO, PP/PRO, S/C 2

REFS: A. RIOO-5060 (III-35064) 16-20
      B. RIOO-3798 (IV-31195) 21-20

1. PURPOSE ARTICS TRIP SHOULD BE INFLUENCED LATIN GUARDIAN NATIONS AWAY FROM SUPPORT CASTRO REGIME BY EXPOSING CASTRO COMMISSAR CASTRO CONCEIVE NIGHTS AND ALL-PURPOSE KIRA. EXPOSE CASTRO INTENTIONS OF TRYING ASSUM LEADERSHIP LATIN AMERICA THROUGH CASTRO IDEOLOGY UNDER-DEVELOPED NATIONS.

2. ARTICS SHOULD BE CAUTIOUS AVOID SCRUPULOUSLY ANY REFERENCE TO U.S. SUPPORT OF ANY ANTI-CASTRO COALITION. ANY SUCH INDICATION WOULD DEFEAT ANY OF TRIP AND CAUSE IMMEDIATE TERMINATION SUPPORT ARTICS.

3. COVER FOR A TRIP SHOULD BE ROLE CHURCH BUT SUGGEST OTHER NOTIONAL OR ACTUAL ANTI-CASTRO LOCATION/HELI.

4. APPROVE ITINERARY PARA B REF LINDGQ G.A. COUNTRIES A.B.MEET FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS.

RECOMMENDING OFFICIALS:

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
5. APPROVE VARGHA ACCOUNTANT ARTICLE. VARGHA TRAVEL WILL BE PAID IF ARTICLE CAN BE RAISED SUFFICIENT FUNDS.

(SIGNATURE)

All Comments: Station Head states that defender will be paid if official Article is willing to make South American trip beginning approximately 19 February.

VH/VP 1/3/7
VH/PP (In Blank)

R.

J. C. King

COORDINATING OFFICER
R. M. DL. Long
0/3/3

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
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